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POSTURE – 

Think “Long “and Live “Long” 
 

Definition- Attitude or position of the body. 

The way we position our bodies tells other people (and animals) quite a lot about ourselves; our moods, 

our burdens, our defences, our health etc. In fact, body language has become a major part of popular 

psychology. It is the body which is the conduit for the fight or flight mechanism – the physical expression 

of fear. If immediately unexpressed by fighting or running this fear is stored in our cell tissue. As a result 

breathing is negatively affected and we consequentially become tense and ill. 

 

Moreover, our posture sends messages to all our own body parts about how we feel and care for ourselves. 

Correct posture goes hand in hand with optimal breathing and general well being. With practice it is easy 

to integrate correct posture into everything you do – moving, standing, sitting, lying down and speaking. 

 

Negative feelings are triggered by negative thought patterns. In a similar way poor posture, sends negative 

and unhealthy messages to your body parts. The reverse is also true. You can effect a change of mood by 

posturing yourself healthily. Try it the next time you feel “down” or fearful. If your structure is sound then 

your body will “hum” along- able to function as designed. If your body “hums” along your emotions will 

more easily follow suit and you will breathe easier. Easier breathing, in turn, helps us to “lighten up”. 

 

Stand with your feet directly under your hips. Now, breathing through your nose, slowly rotate your 

shoulders forward and then upwards as you breathe in and then backwards and downwards as you breathe 

out. Do this three times allowing your shoulders to settle comfortably back and down. Next, allow yourself 

to be long by gently lifting your ears to the ceiling. This movement should bring your chin parallel to the 

floor. Notice that this allowed length feels quite different to the tension engendered by the command to 

“stand up straight” or “stand at attention”. Lengthening your spine in this manner opens up the 

C1/occipital area which is close to the breathing centre in the brain. Apart from aligning the skeleton with 

relaxed length (which fact alone drops the breathing into the diaphragm) it helps to settle the breathing and 

so reduces hyperventilation - it makes the breathing lower, slower and smaller. No effort – it just does.  

 

Once you are confidently aware of this new feeling of relaxed length, walk around the room maintaining 

this feeling. How do you feel? What do you notice about your breathing? Is it nasal, quiet, gentle, 

diaphragmatic and relaxed?  

 

Now try sitting whilst maintaining this elongation. Make sure to sit on your three sit bones - two at the 

back and the third right under your pubic bone at the front. How does this feel? 

Use this posture for all seated tasks- computer, writing, sketching, eating, movie or theatre- everywhere. 

Notice how much more relaxed life feels, and, notice too, how much better your mind and body function. 

 

Trial this elongated feeling when you lie down. The sleep position which is best for breathing, and, 

therefore, your health, is lying on the left side with you head higher than your feet. Prop pillows from you 

hip up to your head or place some bricks under the bed head. 

 

Remind yourself of this allowed length throughout the day until this healthy posture becomes your ONLY 

POSTURE. And now you are ready for a lesson in co-ordinating movement with breathing. 

 
 


